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ELEVATE EVERYTHING

WELCOME
Moving forward has never seemed so hopeful and yet uncertain at the
same time.
While we all want to find a solid path toward a new normal, we may still
find ourselves at crossroad after crossroad filled with uncertainty.
Some days seem to bring with them more questions than answers, and
it seems like all we can count on right now is the certainty of change.
I’ve tried my best to embrace that inevitable energy of change.
I am encouraging my own exploration and a new type of openness for
what can become my personal next.
Through this all, I’ve had to make changes in my life and career that
were unforeseen — even unimaginable — just a few years ago.
More change will come I know. But I have found that one thing helps
me avoid the stress and frustration of uncertainty, and instead embrace
an energy of excitement and hope.
That one thing is joy.
It really is that simple. I’ve made strides to find joy in every day.
Joy in my work. Joy in my life. Joy in my marriage. Joy in my community.
But probably most importantly — joy in myself.
I know life does not always feel joyful, and circumstances may make it
tough to find a positive energy some days.
But what if you just believe a little harder. Reach a little higher.
Gaze a little farther.
What if you find your joy — embrace, celebrate and live it.
Then, what if the path and the light you have been searching for raises
you higher, and moves you forward further, than you ever thought you
could go? Where will the path lead you then?
Michael DeVellis
Editor, On Makeup Magazine
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NEW PRODUCT

Beekman 1802 New from the clean beauty experts at Beekman 1802 is Milk Shake Hyaluronic Acid & Squalane Facial
Toner Mist. This dual action, alcohol free, mist is formulated with a moisturizing emollient-rich treatment phase and a
plant-based purifying toner phase for twice the results. Just shake and spray to increase hydration and calm sensitive
skin. Milk Shake’s toning phase deeply hydrates and nourishes the skin with mugwort, hyaluranic acid, goat milk and
probiotic extracts, while the treatment phase locks in the moisture with jojoba oil and squalene. Use to prep the skin premakeup application or refresh it throughout the day while keeping sensitive skin calm, hydrated and balanced. $34.00
beekman1802.com ulta.com

ESUM Cosmetics After a two year development time, ESUM Cosmetics has launched ESUM The Mascara, a highperformance mascara that delivers Ultra Volume+ Defining Length for beautiful lashes. Developed with an innovative
blend of natural waxes and flexible polymers, this cream-based formula delivers buildable, soft-touch volume. ESUM The
Mascara is long-wear, smudge-proof, water-resistant, vegan and cruelty-free. Made with organic extract of Jojoba Oil
and Candelilla Wax the mascara deeply conditions and protects lashes.The semi-conical brush head is engineered
with short to medium stiff nylon bristles to help grip each lash at the root creating instant length, separation and curl. The
richest black pigments and glossy finish creates brighter eyes and instant lash dimension. $26.00 esumcosmetics.com
SENNA Created by industry icon and Senna founder, Eugenia Weston, the new Cheeky Bronzer duos are the brand’s
newest pro must-have for every artist’s kit. Created with the popular Senna cream-to-powder formulation, the
featherweight texture glides on flawlessly and blends easily. The product can be worn on lips, eyes, cheeks and face and
can be applied sheer or built up. Swirl the shades together or use them separately to deepen and define facial features.
The range includes four shades to cover all skin tones inspired by Eugenia’s days at California beaches: Paradise Cove:
cool bronzer duo for light skin tones, Venice: cool and warm duo for light to medium skin tones, Malibu: neutral and
warm for medium to dark skin tones and Zuma: rich warm duo for deep skin tones. $22.00 sennacosmetics.com
Jao Brand Jao Brand invites you to smooth, hydrate, replenish and restore your clients’ skin with their new, essential oil
free, Sensitive Skin version of Face Crème Night Time/Anytime, Acid Mantle Moisture Repair. Made with 99% naturally
derived ingredients and three anti-aging compounds to combat thinning, crepey skin, this new, anytime moisturizer
soothes skin, protects it against water loss, improves elasticity and normalizes the skin’s barrier for a smoother look.
Developed for dry complexions with phytoceramide-rich oils of Plum, Meadowfoam and Rosehip to naturally stimulate
ceramide production in the epidermis. Chamomile and Calendula oils are to restore balance to the skin and additional
ingredients include Olive Oil, Squalane, Shea Butter and Panthenol. $62.00 jaobrand.com
Kryolan An industry leader in pro product innovation since 1945, Kryolan has done it again. The brand’s new True
Nature Glitter is a vegan and cruelty free, fine, decorative cosmetic glitter on a natural cellulose base, which was derived
from eucalyptus trees. Unlike traditional glitters, True Nature Glitter is 100% free of non-biodegradable polymer or plastic
content. It comes in six shades — red, ocean blue silver, gold, purple and green. It can be used on the face and body
and is uniquely suitable for camera work, both photo and video, as well as all areas of work including fashion, editorial
and beauty. Due to its natural texture, the glitter should only be exposed to water for a short time and a water-free base
such as Mastix or Spirit Gum should be used to apply. $17.50 kryolan.com
Derrick Rutledge x Aura Glow Serum With the launch of his Aura Glow Serum, celebrity makeup artist Derrick Rutledge
has let the beauty industry in on his personal skin care routine’s secret weapon. Aura nourishes the skin through a
Naturaceutical complex of elements essential for beautiful and healthy skin with ingredients including Baobab Oil, Sea
Buckthorn Oil and Rosehip Seed Oil. The uber-rich serum penetrates deep into the dermis layer of the skin infusing
vitamins and nutrients that feed the skin allowing it to absorb and maintain maximum levels of moisture, softening lines,
revitalizing collagen, leaving skin softer and leading to a more supple and youthful appearance.
$79.00 perfectingyourpresence.com drafonline.com
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NEW PRODUCT

Seed Phytonutrients The new Daily Protective Moisturizer SPF 30 from the natural beauty and sustainability experts at
Seed Phytonutrients is perfect for those who want to add daily UV protection to their own, and their clients’ skincare
routine. Ideal for all skin types, this mineral-only sunscreen is formulated with coconut alkanes, green tea, plus actives,
zinc oxide and titanium dioxide to provide broad-spectrum UV protection while thoroughly moisturizing skin. The uber
socially conscious brand also recently moved from their revolutionary shower-friendly paper packaging to a more
sustainable packaging alternative, aluminum, and has also been newly certiﬁed as Climate Neutral by offsetting all 2020
carbon emissions and reducing future emissions. $29.00 seedphytonutrients.com

TEMPTU The Airpod Pro XL is the next generation of TEMPTU’s industry changing TEMPTU Air system. The new top-feed
airbrush cartridge has a deeper well large enough to hold 20 ML of airbrush makeup or self-tanner, designed
speciﬁcally to improve the efﬁciency of applications to large parts of the body. Designed for use with TEMPTU airbrush
makeup, skincare, tanner and root touch-up. Any formulation of TEMPTU foundation or color products can be used
through the system. The Airpod Pro XL holds 10x the amount of the original Airpod Pro, which was invented to give artists
the ability to customize makeup and airbrush anywhere with the TEMPTU Air, without the need to ever break down a
traditional airbrush gun again. $45.00 temptu.com
MAC The Colour Excess Gel Eyeliners — a new hybrid gel pencil from MAC — offers ﬂawless, easy, no-tug application
with ampliﬁed color. The collection comes in 12 Artist-curated shades ranging from bright bold pops of color to warm,
everyday hues and the innovative gel texture goes on smooth, imparting immediate color payoff with absolutely no
tugging to the gentle eye area. This is in part to the Line Lock Technology provides a smooth glide that melts onto skin for
extreme, longwearing 12-hour waterline wear and 24-hour upper lid wear. The pencils were created with propel/repel
technology so there is no sharpener required. $23.00 maccosmetics.com

MyKitCo Created by renowned London based makeup artist James Molloy and his partner Alex Thompson, MyKitCo has
changed the game in artist tools since their launch in 2016 and one again are coming to the rescue of pro makeup
artists worldwide with the introduction of MyKitCo To Go! The collection consists of a six piece collection of beautifully
hand-crafted makeup brushes and multi-compartment travel bag to keep you fully organized on set. The brushes are
crafted with birch wood, seven times lacquered handles, copper ferrules and fully synthetic ﬁbres. The entire set makes
for a great way of keeping multiple clients tools and product separated in our hyper-hygenic industry.
Brush Set £60.00 Travel Bag £25.00 mykitco.com
Dior New from Dior is Forever Foundation, the ﬁrst luxury, clean, long wear (24hour) foundation. This high perfecting
foundation is developed with an 86% skincare base that is heat, sweat, and humidity proof. Infused with ﬂoral ingredients
grown in the Dior gardens including Iris Extract to protect against UV ﬁlters and skin oxidation, Wild Pansy Extract which
helps maintain hydration and Nasturtium Extract to promote oxygen at the skin tissue level. Available in two ﬁnishes;
Forever Matte, a no-transfer full coverage foundation available in 42 shades, and Forever Skin Glow for a more radiant
ﬁnish available in 42 shades. 84 total shades across 6 undertones, all free of: Parabens, BHA, Aluminum Salts, Silicone D4,
Phthalates, Formaldehydes, Mineral Oil, Retinol Palmitate, Oxybenzone, Coal Tar, Sulfates, and Triclosan. $52.00 dior.com
WELLinsulated The innovative accessories at WELLinsulated are intelligently designed to protect your makeup, skincare
and wellness products in-studio and on location. No longer are hot, humid or freezing cold location shoots or
transportation an issue in keeping your products at their best. The bags are made with high performance insulation, a
waterproof zipper, signature aluminum lining and vegan leather that can be cleaned inside and out with 70% isopropyl
alcohol for quick and effective sanitation. Working with top thermal aerospace engineers, as well as technical and
fashion designers for over two years, WELLinsulated created a collection of ﬁrst of their kind, beautiful, highly functional
bags that quickly became a cult-favorite among top makeup artists and beauty industry insiders. The bags are available
in select styles in rose gold and six styles in metallic silver, including the new larger sized Insulated Beauty Bag.
$65.00 - $125.00 wellinsulated.com
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INDUSTRY NEWS

B3 Balm Pro cult favorite B3 Balm has recently expanded operations to a 1400 square foot riverfront production, studio
and office space. The new space is located in the dynamic Irvington, NY Scenic Hudson Park area and is the second
recent expansion for the rapidly growing brand. The studio will house all production and operations for the brand, will be
open by appointment for pro artist shopping and is planning to host in-studio events beginning later this year. B3 Balm
launched in April 2018 and since has become a kit staple for pro makeup artist in every area of the industry with it’s
popular facial oils and other natural skincare products, tools including the B3 Beauty Wand, and artist collaborations
including B3 x Viktorija Bowers and B3 x Moises Ramirez. b3balm.com
MOB Beauty x Credo Pro performance finally met clean, vegan and sustainable beauty upon the launch of MOB
Beauty and in March 2022. The brand’s mission to help change the industry took another big step with their recent
partnership with Credo. The entire line of MOB Beauty eye, lip and face products can now be found both online at and in
five of the company’s retail stores — Prince St in NYC, Brooklyn, Filmore St in San Francisco, Los Angeles and Plano, TX.
Credo is known for disrupting the way things have always been done in beauty with the introduction of their Dirty Little List
which bans over 2700 ingredients from being in any product sold at Credo. The introduction of MOB Beauty adds a much
anticipated pro makeup artist perspective to the selection of over 130 brands sold at Credo. credobeauty.com
EXPLORATION... This Fall, the newest, and most unique, The Powder Group program ever launches in Provicetown, MA.
Hosted by The Powder Group founder Michael DeVellis, EXPLORATION... is a five-day personal development event that will
approach attendees growth and focus like no other. The program has been developed to open attendees energies and
minds to new thinking, processes and growth. Over five days, attendees will be taken through a series of exercises and
activities that will include a completely non-makeup/non-beauty focus. The process of completely clearing the mind
and heart, and experiencing new tasks and processes will give attendees an evolving perspective on their growth,
clearning their minds and preparing them for their own personal next. From $990.00 thepowdergroup.com
World Bodypainting Festival 2022 marks the 25th Anniversary of the World Bodypainting Festival and along with
celebrating that major milestone with a back to “in real life” event, founder Alex Barendregt is creating, a message of
hope through art for this year’s program. “Peace and freedom are the most important good of mankind. Cultural events
such as the World Bodypainting Festival have always been a cross-cultural peace project that unites people.” Said
Barendregt “It is all the more important now to stand together and advocate for it.” After a two year absence due to the
Covid pandemic, the festival is back with live programs, competitions, the WB Academy in Klagenfurt, Austria from July
17-21st. bodypainting-festival.com
Terri Apanasewicz x tablette This revolutionary patent-pending compostable makeup palette with a peel-reseal
closure will transform your kit, making it lighter, safer, and kinder to the environment. Invented by celebrity makeup artist
Terri Apanasewicz, each tablette palette weighs just 17g and has 10 tabs with a well that can be filled with product,
customized for each client, and resealed. Tabs are easily cut from the palette, making them the perfect take-away for
travel, touch-ups, or samples. Secondary packaging also is tree-free and compostable. $29.00 for a box of five palettes.
tablettepalette.com

ISSE The biggest pro beauty event on the West coast is back and in-person in 2022 with new dates and hundreds of
opportunities to connect and learn. The International Salon + Spa Expo (ISSE) is returning to Long Beach on Saturday,
June 25 and Sunday, June 26. Attendees can participate in over 100 classes included with their show ticket. Once again
this year, The Powder Group will be presenting the pro makeup education programming with presenters including
Eugenia Weston, Tanya Deemer, Dee Rouzan, Beke Beau, Tami Bernard, Joyce Luck and Fidel Gonzalez. TPG will also be
presenting a special Pro Focus Makeup Studio including curated product selections from top pro-focused brands
including OMNIA, Cinema Secrets, Senna Cosmetics, B3 Balm, Skindinavia. PBA and TPG Pro members receive a
discounted two-day rate of $45.00. probeauty.org
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Three Custom Color Specialists Founded in New York City in 1997, by Chad Hayduk and Scott Catto in their Hell’s
Kitchen apartment, Three Custom Color Specialists is celebrating their 25th anniversary this year. The premier custom
blending business in the industry, 3CC has created custom products for such celebrities as Angelina Jolie, Cher, Martha
Stewart and Jennifer Coolidge, along with countless makeup artists who use the company’s services to create authentic
period work as well as specialty shades for their most well looked after clients. The company has amassed over 12,000
documented colors in their archives dating back to the 1930’s on top of its Ready To Wear line of over 350 shades
including top selling pro must-have the Light Clariﬁer. threecustom.com

Beau Nelson x LEIA Invented by celebrity makeup artist Beau Nelson, the LEIA Ultraﬂesh Blender is a unique new
application tool engineered to mimic skin-on-skin contact, applying makeup ﬂawlessly and using up to 60% less makeup
than when using a sponge. LEIA's closed-cell technology is non-absorbent, hypo-allergenic, easily cleanable and
sustainable. Twice patented, LEIA’s sleek design is ergonomic and versatile and it’s dual textures allow maximum
versatility, from the sheerest to the fullest of coverage. LEIA is the ﬁrst truly re-usable and therefore sustainable makeup
applicator. It’s closed-cell technology prevents absorption of makeup, oils and dead skin and can be fully cleaned to
achieve a genuinely hygienic makeup tool that can replace multiple disposable sponges. $59.00 leiabeaute.com
Melanie Mills x The Makeup Altar The Makeup Altar is a makeup boutique and crystal apothecary that blends founder
Melanie Mills’ two passions — makeup and meditation ritual. The new space will be located in Five Points in the heart of
Historic East Nashville and will act as much as a community space as a retail store offering events, education and
services across beauty and ritual. Along with candles, crystals, sage wands and tarot, the store will carry a curation of
more than 20 pro-focused lines including RCMA, Senna, B3 Balm, Rebels & Outlaws, ESUM, Danessa Myricks Beauty, Kevyn
Aucoin, Ben Nye and of course the full range or Melanie Mills Hollywood products including the iconic Gleam Radiances,
Dust and Setting Spray. themakeupaltar.com @themakeupaltarnashville
The Powder Group Live After two years of successful, pandemic-driven virtual programming, The Powder Group is back
in 2022 with a full selection of live, in-person programming. Aside from their iconic Evolution and Makeup 101 programs,
the industry leader in pro education will be bringing back Understanding Photography as in person program and will
introduce The Bridal Business Forum New Orleans, Industry Intensive programs in NYC and Los Angeles and Boot Camp
as in person programs. Boot Camp is a new, three-day, hands-on workshop program focused on Beauty (NYC) and Film
and Television (LA), All NYC and LA in-person programming will be hosted at Make-up Designory campuses in their
respective cities. Program dates and details can be found online at thepowdergroup.com
27 Rosiers x Miss Fame Beauty In a ﬁrst of its kind collaboration with renowned model, makeup artist and drag
performer, Miss Fame, clean beauty skincare company 27 Rosiers has launched a supremely sensorial skincare-color
hybrid EXTRA/ORDINAIRE. This innovative skin-ﬁrst formula simpliﬁes as it enhances, illuminates while it nourishes, and lets
skin breathe while delivering buildable intensity of light-reﬂecting color. Available in three iconic shades for every skin
type and tone — White Hot Gold, Incandescent Rose and Brilliant Bronze — these iridescent creams can be used for
cheekbones, contours, eyelids, cupid’s bow, lips, or anywhere you want the light to strike. Combine with foundation,
eyeshadow or bronzer to infuse limitless gleam while keeping skin hydrated. $32.00 27rosiers.com credobeauty.com
Monsterpalooza For 14 years, there has been one industry event that has been synonymous with excellence in
creature creation for ﬁlm and television — Monsterpalooza. More than a trade show, the event is a three day
celebration of the art of creature making for ﬁlm and television. After a two year absence due to Covid, the show is
back live and in-person June 3-5 in Padadena,CA. Main event sponsor PPI Premiere Products will be joined by
hundreds of exhibitors, artists and celebrity guests along with thousands of attendees participating. Special
highlights for 2022 event include a personal appearance by Tim Curry, a 2000 squre foot Monster Museum, panels
with cast members from the Scream franchise as well as E.T. The Extraterrestrial, and a celebration of the career of
special effects artist Todd Masters and his company Masters FX. $30.00 - $80.00 monsterpalooza.com
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MILESTONE

FIFTEEN YEARS OF NOBASURA

In 2007, Vancouver based makeup artist and producer Jon
Hennessey saw a need in the world of representation for
creatives and created NOBASURA. A decade and a half later,
plenty has evolved in the NOBASURA world. We spoke with
Jon about running an agency for the past 15 years — and
through a pandemic — and what’s next at NOBASURA.
What is NOBASURA?
On paper, we have a roster of talent in several creative
categories, so we do tick a couple of the conventional
“agency” boxes, but we’re “connectors” ﬁrst and foremost. We
are as much a community as an artist’s agency. NOBASURA
is also a creative umbrella for opportunities in a variety of
different mediums; music, publishing, apparel and
community-focused philanthropic efforts.
Why inspired you to create the agency?
The name for NOBASURA came six or seven years prior to
starting the brand. I was living in LA at the time and behind
my parking stall was a huge cardboard recycling bin that I’d
see in my rearview. On the side of it was written NO TRASH/
NO BASURA. Flash forward a couple of years, I had moved to
NY and left a Senior Artist position with MAC to pursue a
freelance career. Post 9/11, industry in NY was at a bit of a
standstill, so I started playing with some creative ideas under
the NOBASURA moniker in the art and apparel space. After
the birth of my eldest child, I relocated back to Vancouver
and met with two local agencies; one representing both
models and artists, the other representing artists exclusively.
After a year with local representation, I felt certain creative
limitations and the pull to reconnect with clients and
contacts outside of the Vancouver. My Sister, Chantal was
working in TV Production at the time and was looking for a
change, so I rented the front half of an ofﬁce space which
we shared with a music/style/youth-culture oriented
magazine and we opened for business. Chantal is now an
LA-based Producer working with Netﬂix and my wife Anna
and I run NOBASURA together.
How is NOBASURA different from other artist
representation?
My teen years were primarily in the 90s. I grew up
skateboarding, listening to punk music and inspired by
hip-hop culture. Aspects of each are reﬂected in who we are
as a brand. Historically, the agencies that I was introduced to
didn’t necessarily have a visual identity of their own, but
record labels felt different. If you were signed to Def Jam,
Sub-Pop or Revelation, there was an identiﬁable energy
associated with each. That’s what we wanted to create.
If you think in terms of work as a pie, we’ve never thought in
terms of “How do we get a piece of that pie?” Our approach
is focused on “How do we bake more pies, so everyone can
eat?” It’s also never made sense to us to have 30 Artists on
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the roster if half aren’t working consistently. We try to be as
conscious as possible of having options for clients, but not
so many that there’s a cannibalization of each other's jobs.
What type of creatives do you represent?
We represent rtists working with a variety of different
mediums and we encourage specialization. In our early
days, on a roster of under ten creatives, we represented
photographers, a stylist, hairstylists, makeup artists and a
street artist named The Dark. In 2022, we’re expanding on the
creative and art direction categories as well.
Can you tell me about the NOBASURA Golden Rules?
The Golden Rules are loosely inspired by “Cowboy Ethics”,
The Notorious B.I.G.’s “10 Crack Commandments” and
general “clubhouse” guidelines. They are reminders to give
back in whatever way you can contribute and to keep
yourself on track from a creative and business perspective.
Something like “Focus on unity in the community”, has both
micro and macro connotations as does “Share what you
can spare.” Moving forward, giving back.
What is the biggest lesson you've learned over the 15
years since you founded NOBASURA?
There are countless lessons to pull from. Here are a few:
1. Your reputation will either open or close doors for you and
those around you. 2. It can be difﬁcult to have perspective
on your own business from the inside. Be open to external
perceptions of your business and be adaptable if those
perceptions are echoed by others that you respect. 3. One
of the hardest things for some brand owners to do is
delegate. Simultaneously managing macro and micro is
unsustainable without delegation. 4. Know when to cut the
cord if something isn’t working for one, (or both), parties. True
in both personal and professional contexts. To be honest, I
could write a book of these.
What’s next for NOBASURA?
Having been based in Vancouver for 15 years, we’ve
developed some really meaningful relationships with artists
and clients alike. With the growth of the brands and
individual creative’s businesses comes a more international
network of collaborators. For years, we’ve been asked, “When
are you expanding into our market?” and we’ve now arrived
at a place that that expansion is a more serious
consideration. Although there are certain logistical
challenges to work through, the likelihood is that you’ll see
an expansion of creative categories as well as an even more
international talent pool.
Words Michael DeVellis
Photos courtesy of NOBASURA

ICON

MICHELLE OBAMA

What makes someone a beauty and fashion icon? For many
of us, we look to the past for inspiration, but with Michelle
Obama we look at the present and into the future, as
well. As the wife of the 44th President, Barack Obama, former
First Lady Michelle LaVaughn Robinson Obama was
immediately cast into the beauty and fashion culture from
her ﬁrst steps onto the international spotlight. She has
captured the imagination and heart of the world every
moment since.
Michelle Obama’s inﬂuence extends far beyond a signature
look and the limits of the beauty and fashion world. She is an
icon and inspiration. One of her biggest impacts as an icon
is how she makes us feel. In her role as First Lady, she made
us feel seen, heard and inspired us all to ﬁnd our own voice
and our own place. She taught us to embrace education
and take real action.
As the ﬁrst African American First Lady of the United States,
she holds a special place in the hearts of many. Born on the
south side of Chicago, her parents, Fraser and Marian
Robinson, instilled in her a commitment to family, hard work,
and education. She earned a bachelor’s degree from
Princeton and a juris doctor degree from Harvard Law
School in 1988 making her our most educated ﬁrst lady. She
met future President Barack Obama while working as an
associate at the law ﬁrm of Sidley Austin in Chicago and
they married in 1992.
During her illustrious career, she focused on community
service. She served as assistant commissioner of planning
and development in Chicago’s City Hall before becoming
the founding executive director of the Chicago chapter of
Public Allies, an AmeriCorps program that prepares youth for
public service. With a vision for bringing campus and
community together, she joined the University of Chicago as
Associate Dean of Student Services and developed its ﬁrst
community service program, before going to work for the
University’s Medical Center, where in 2005 she became the
vice president of community and external affairs.
As ﬁrst lady, Michelle Obama initiated the Let’s Move!
program aiming to end childhood obesity within a
generation. Her Reach Higher initiative helped students
understand job opportunities and the education and skills
required to succeed. Her commitment to charitable work is
well documented in and out of the White House. Through her
main initiatives, she became a role model for women and an
advocate for healthy families, service members, higher
education, and international adolescent girls education.
Even in a hot spotlight or under intense pressure, she reminds
us, "When they go low, we go high. "
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Since Barack Obama's run for president, Michelle Obama’s
style has captivated the nation. From the White House to
world appearances, and even getting on and off planes, her
fashion, hair and makeup has been debated and discussed.
Whether it is her ability to offer timeless elegance or try new
trendsetting looks, they are always statement-making. Her
beauty team is comprised of makeup artist Carl Ray and
hairstylist Yene Damtew, beloved in our industry and so
generous with their advice and insight. On the topic of her
makeup, Carl Ray says, "My inspiration was one of strength
and conﬁdence."
Whether it is the popularity of a dress she wears, the impact
of her smokey eye at a ball or a beige lip at a basketball
game, Michelle Obama manages to make beauty look both
aspirational and attainable. Her looks are broken down and
recreated again and again, and countless articles are
written about her skincare routine and makeup choices. In
the timeless tradition of fellow First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy,
we reference her looks on set all the time. But more
importantly, she reminds us that beauty is more than
makeup and beyond skin deep.
Vogue’s Anna Wintour says, "I think First Lady Michelle
Obama really was so incredible in every decision she made
about fashion. She supported young American designers.
She supported designers, indeed, from all over the world. She
was the best ambassador that this country could possibly
have in many ways, obviously, way beyond fashion."
As a testament to her presence, her portrait, First Lady
Michelle Obama, painted by the artist Amy Sherald, is one of
the most visited works of art in National Portrait Gallery in
Washington and one of the most popular shared on social
media. Little girls often speak of seeing themselves in her.
Since leaving the White House, Michelle Obama continued
her focus on public service, written books and toured the
world sharing her story. Her commitment to her family, her
communities, and our country, date back to her days with
her family in Chicago and her parents instilling and inspiring
those values, and they continue to this day. Michelle Obama
told the Democratic National Convention in 2008, “By way of
our own improbable journey” she is “driven by a simple belief
that we have an obligation to ﬁght for the world as it should
be.” Seems perfectly Iconic to me.
Words James Vincent
Portrait David Gilmore

PROFILE

KATHY JEUNG

Where were you born?
San Francisco, CA.

Where do you live now?
Los Angeles, CA.
What’s your sign?
Leo.
When you were young, what did you want to be when you
grew up?
As a child, I wasn’t quite sure, but for as long as I can remember,
I was always obsessed with glamour and style. I had a voracious
appetite for anything stylistically interesting I saw on TV, movies,
magazines, books, record covers and advertisements. In my
teens I also wanted to become a fashion buyer.
How did you get your start in makeup?
It was a happy accident that I became a makeup artist, but it’s
all due to a helpful nudge from legendary fantasy makeup artist
extraordinaire and creator of Face Lace, Phyllis Cohen.
Phyllis was living in London, I had been her model in Los Angeles
for a couple of her amazing conceptual makeup projects. When
I moved to London she suggested she could teach me how to
do “natural makeup” jobs, that might be an avenue of work for
me. I loved makeup, but had never entertained being a makeup
artist, but thought “why not?” She gave me a quick fundamental
how-to lesson and loaded me up with a bunch of makeup.
I clearly remember preciously keeping all she gave me in a
tiered plastic art bin case, always organizing the contents, but
really only using it on myself - that was all I really knew to do.
After about a year in London, still with that box of makeup, I
ended up in Paris. Many friends there were models and they
offered to try to get me work as a makeup assistant for their
runway shows. I had no experience, so I politely declined, but
went with them to a couple shows. I look back and think, what a
missed opportunity, but from seeing ﬁrsthand the sometimes
chaotic backstage process, at the time I made the right choice.

became really clear. I love problem solving and assessment, so for
me, a lot was ﬁnding better, more efﬁcient ways to achieve what I
envisioned and methods that would ﬁt the situation. I was fascinated
with the process, I was falling in love with doing makeup: the
exhilaration, the nervous excitement, the satisfaction when it all went
well, constantly reviewing my work for insight on how to do it better.
What was your first memorable work as an artist?
Milla Jovovich on the cover of The Face in 1988. Not so much for the
makeup, but for being a part of this iconic and legendary British
magazine. The Face was my everything — the ultimate style and
music bible. That job was a huge landmark for me. I also did a cover
story with Courtney Love in 1993 shot by progressive French
photographer and music director Jean-Baptiste Mondino. That was
another milestone to get to work with his legendary genius.
What are the things about working in makeup that you love?
Seeing transformation, including when that change is inward as well
as on the surface. To watch someone not only look more beautiful,
powerful or different but feel that way is so satisfying!
What about your work that makes it the most interesting?
That there is always room for improvement, that subtleties can make
a huge difference and makeup work involves not only the skill of
makeup itself but the psychology of the situation, with constant
awareness and assessment.
What are the challenges you face as a freelance artist?
Not having job security, a set schedule or regular income. But there
are plusses in that: more freedom than a 9 to 5 and that feeling of
living on the edge. That can be frustrating but strangely exhilarating.
What should someone who is looking to develop a career in
makeup know before getting into the business?
As they say, the more you know — but don’t be a know it all. With
makeup I think you can never know enough, because every situation
is different, every element ever changing. Be a sponge, look for and
absorb as much knowledge and inspiration from everything around
you and not only from predictable sources.

About a year later, I returned back to live in LA and Phyllis called
to see if I was doing makeup. I had to truthfully answer no. She
insisted I call up the photographers we worked with and tell
them I’m now doing makeup. Not wanting to let her down and
knowing she had shared her skills and product with me, I naively
did exactly what she told me to and to my surprise I got a job!

Practice on as many different faces, skin colors and types as you can,
more experience gives you more ability. Offer your assistance to other
makeup artists, but I suggest not only those with greater skills than
your own. A lot can be learned from observing something that
perhaps doesn’t go so well, helps you poise questions to yourself,
think and remember about how maybe a different approach and
technique might work better.

How did you know that the makeup artist industry was where
you wanted to be?
After dipping my foot in all kinds of jobs and nothing really
sticking, the moment I tried working as a makeup artist it

Dive into history for research and inspiration! Vintage movies, music
and culture has a wealth of ideas and you can come to a job with
knowledge, context and reference to the fundamentals that have
shaped look and style.
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What are some of the most important qualities that a
makeup artist can have?
Professionalism, patience, ﬂexibility, empathy, awareness and
discretion. Also I feel important skills are communication,
diplomacy, organization, time management.
What makes you a good makeup artist?
I think it’s important to give your clients the feeling that they are
part of the process, to open the door to communication. I always
I try to make it easy for them to let me know if they’d like changes
or have questions. I open the door and never take anything
personally, I try to be as open minded as possible. It helps to
“read the room”, take initiative, use awareness and stealth to
keep one step ahead and always keep tabs on my patience.
How do you continue to grow as an artist?
I try to use self-criticism constructively. I make note of what, where
and how I could have done better rather than being satisﬁed
with my accomplishments. Not just with makeup itself, but also
with how I’ve handled a situation and the day overall.
What has changed most about the industry in the time that
you’ve been working in makeup?
The power dynamic has shifted. Generally celebrities,
personalities and their teams have way more say. The power
used to be with the editors, photographers and directors.
How has social media affected your career or work?
Social media has now become an integral part of makeup work,
from presentation, to curating your work and your personality,
creating your branding. At times, it’s been very challenging when
constantly working because in addition to the makeup job itself,
there’s the additional time spent creating posts. I’m a control
freak and very particular, so I do my own posts, but because my
habit is to add expansive and comprehensive information, it
takes a long time to compose. I used to post for every job, but for
my sanity, I had to take a break, I needed back the time I would
spend creating posts for Instagram. I know my social media
presence has suffered by not keeping current, I’m way behind
and need to catch up!
Do you have a signature style?
Classic but modern glamour.
What type of work do you find most satisfying?
Photo shoots, because I love seeing beautiful images that we’ve
created captured in still form. Music videos also give me a
special charge. It’s amazing to see my work, especially if creative,
ﬁtting into the ﬁnal piece. To think that this work is forever
captured for everyone to access is pretty awesome.
Do you have a project that you’ve done that you are
especially proud of?
Working with David Bowie and Tilda Swindon for the The Stars
(Are Out Tonight) music video directed by visionary Floria
Sigismondi was the most monumental and memorable
experience of my career. The honor to work with my all-time hero,
legend and creative genius David Bowie and the most mercurial
and captivating screen performer of our time Tilda Swinton! I

can’t put into words! The icing on that cake was also doing
makeup on iconic models Iselin Steiro, Saskia DeBrauw and
Andreja Pejic. Transforming Iselin into “The Thin White Duke” was
the coolest! And if it couldn’t get better than that, I worked with
Bowie again on his “The Next Day” music video with Marion
Cotillard and Gary Oldman!
Do you ever get stuck creatively?
I do, but I love to collaborate and being open to others for
creativity and direction is my key to get ideas and inspiration
when I feel unsure or stuck.
What project did you have the most fun working on?
The years I spent with Gwen Stefani during her early solo
albums! Gwen and company were the most fun, warm,
delightful, supportive group of professionals I have ever worked
with. That was one of the most magical times of my life:
magazine shoots, appearances, music videos, international
press tours, L.A.M.B. runway shows, etc. The opportunity to do that
range of visuals with an iconic and well-loved artist. Gwen was
open, creative and collaborative and also a beautiful person
inside, it was a dream to work with her and her team! I always
look back on that time with warm feelings and a huge smile, it’s
a testament to the power of love and teamwork.
What project was the most challenging?
There are quite a few! But I think of The Ten Times Rosie book shot
by Rankin, a hardcover book of supermodel and actress Rosie
Huntington-Whitely wearing 10 seasons of clothing designs by
Thomas Wylde. That was challenging, but in the best way. It’s ten
completely different, creative looks shot over two weeks. It gave
me the opportunity to stretch myself creatively and it’s such a
thrill to see my makeup showcased in hardcover format. I was so
honored to be a part of such a special iconic project.
What would your clients say is the best thing about working
with you?
I feel most comfortable with my traditional professionalism and
attentiveness hat on. I’m “old school”. These days, that’s not
necessarily the norm, so I think that’s refreshing for some.
Is there someone you have always wanted to work on who
you haven’t had the chance to do yet?
Patti Hansen, Bianca Jagger, Debbie Harry.
What inspires you?
Everything around me, from the most obvious to what may
appear to be mundane, it’s all there.
Whose work do you admire?
Serge Lutens, Tyen, Way Bandy, Pat McGrath, Peter Phillips, Lucia
Pieroni, Francesca Tokyo, Joanne Gair, Phyllis Cohen.
What's next for Kathy Jeung?
I trust in the process that whatever the universe has in store for
me is the path to my journey.
Words Michael DeVellis
Photos Courtesy of Kathy Jeung
Kathy Jeung Portrait Albert Sanchez
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JAMES MACKINNON

Where were you born?
San Diego, CA in 1970.

Where do you live now?
Los Angeles, CA.
What’s your sign?
Gemini.
As a kid, what did you want to be when you grew up?
I wanted to be a makeup artist or a cop.
How did you get your start in makeup?
In the early 80s there was a magazine called Fangoria and in
the back there was an ad for a makeup school in Los Angeles
called the Institute of Studio Make Up. At that time I was
graduating high school, so I jumped in my Toyota MR2 and
moved to LA from a trailer park in Colorado.

What are the challenges you face as a makeup artist?
I guess the challenge of being a makeup artist is finding the next job.
Even with a solid 35-year career, I am the same as a student — we’re
always looking for a job. Be prepared for that because there is no
forever job. Every few months you are looking for your next gig.
What should someone who is looking to develop a career in
makeup know before getting into the business?
Work hard, don’t be an asshole, watch other artists — what they do
and how they do it, keep yourself and your kit clean, have a tidy and
organized station, don’t gossip. Also understand that this is not an
easy business, the hours suck and they can take you away from your
family or personal life, but if it’s a passion of yours, there is a balance
that can work out between family in the movie business, but it is
tough. You will have to find a partner who is understanding, able to
hold down the fort while you’re on location (sometimes for months on
end), and if you want kids, they will often be asleep when you wake
up and in bed before you get home from work.

Makeup has been my only career choice and I’ve never had a
backup. I never thought a backup was an option — I was going
to make this work no matter what. I kind of feel that having a
backup takes drive and energy away from reaching your true
goal, and makes you not have to push yourself as hard to get
that next job. After makeup school, I keyed a movie with one of
my fellow classmates. He ended up getting fired and I took over
as Dept. Head. I have been working consistently ever since.

What are some of the most important qualities that a makeup
artist can have?
Be humble — don’t brag about yourself to anyone, ever. Winning an
Emmy is great, but the Monday after the awards people are showing
up to work making cool shit and being driven to win next year. Be
willing to learn — once you think you’re amazing and know
everything and should be getting more or better jobs, you’ve started
your decline in the industry. Be willing to be okay with making a
mistake, learning from it, and using it to help you succeed.

How did you know that the makeup artist industry was where
you wanted to be?
The moment I knew I wanted to be a makeup artist was in 1980,
when I accidentally walked into the Friday the 13th instead of
Jungle Book at the local theatre. I walked in just when you see
Jason get his head cut off. That was the moment that I really
thought “that’s what I want to do.” So in a way, the movie
business came to me, instead of me going to it.

What makes you a good makeup artist?
That’s tough. I don’t think I’m a particularly good makeup artist, I think
I’m an artist like everyone else and I come in to each show or each
situation ready; ready to get dirty, ready to learn, ready to maybe
throw out some things that I thought were the best ways and learn
from an artist next to me who has a better way, ready to be able to
step back and put my ego away to learn from that artist.

What was your first memorable work as an artist?
Everything that I’ve done! I’ve selected a career path that is very
well thought-out and kind of planned. I know that’s weird to say,
but I’ve always put myself in situations and taken opportunities
that are best for me and that showcase what I’m good at. I
don’t just do a movie or TV show to do it. I’ve always really
thought about every opportunity and how it helps get me to the
next step on my path to reach my goals.
What are the things you love about being an arist?
Learning and expanding as an artist and person. I also love
teaching others from my experiences, this is why I started Beauty
MasterClass with my wife. I feel it’s our responsibility, as artists, to
show the next generation the things that took us years to learn
so they can excel and build where we left off.
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How do you continue to grow as an artist?
I’ve done over 125 TV shows and movies in my career, and during
each one of those shows I have only been able to grow as an artist
because of my team, because they have taught me new and
exciting ways to do anything from makeup to scheduling. I’m always
looking to the station next to me and down the row, I’m always
watching my friends do new things, and they’re watching me do
things that they’ve never seen before. The only way you can really
keep learning and growing as an artist is be willing to be a sponge,
absorb all the cool stuff happening around you.

What has changed most in the industry since you started?
Several things! Products are evolving faster than every and new
ones coming out daily — even the materials that FX makeups
are made of changes all the time. The biggest thing though, I
think is VFX collaboration is bigger than ever. A few years ago, we
thought we were all gonna lose our jobs to VFX, but now it’s a
very beautiful dance between the teams. We have ﬁgured out
where our worlds meet so we can all come together and make
a beautiful piece of art.
Is there a project you’ve done that you’re most proud of?
Again, everything that I’ve done in my career I’m proud of.
NipTuck was cool, working with my pal Eryn Krueger Mekash on
the American Horror Story TV series was also a highlight of my
career. But if I had to really pick just one, I think Star Trek has
probably had the biggest impact on me and my career,
because I’ve been an artist on many of the shows. I’ve done
eight Star Trek TV shows and movies spanning over 27 years. I
think Star Trek has helped me become the artist I am today
because I am able to follow the changes in products
throughout the years from foam latex to silicone, from 35mm ﬁlm
to digital, and from working with props for practical effects to
working with VFX.
Do you ever get stuck creatively?
Yes, and anyone who says no is lying or hasn’t been doing this
long enough to get stuck. For me, creatively it’s a lot of work
department heading big shows, that’s why you have your team!
You should be looking to your Key and your Asst. Dept. Heads
and being inspired by the artists working with you everyday. And
when the hours get you feeling stuck on a personal level, it’s your
family you look to help you through tough times.
What project was the most challenging?
I would actually say season one of Picard. We did over 1500
makeups in that one season. We had some days with more than
100 Local 706 artists working, and the average was 35 daily
artists. I will always talk about teams and teamwork, and my
team on season 1, 2 and 3 of Star Trek Picard hit it out of the
park. I couldn’t have done any of the cool stuff we did without
Silvi Knight, Maxine Morris, Alexei Dmitriew, Richard Redlefsen,
Hugo Villasenor, Mike Ornelaz, Bianca Appice, Kevin Wasner,
Kevin Kirkpatrick, Maria Sandoval and so many others.
What would your clients say is the best thing about working
with you?
I always have a smile on my face and a joke ready to go, and
I’m always watching the monitor and paying attention so they
don’t have to worry about anything but their performance.
What inspires you?
Watching the young artists working to be where I am. It reminds
me of when I was younger and just started in the business. I
knew where I wanted to be, I was watching Ve Neill and Greg
Cannom work, and now I have young kids wanting to follow in
my footsteps. I see that as a great responsibility, and I care about
making sure that they know that it takes hard work,
determination, dedication, time, and in the beginning take all
opportunities that come your way. Saying no in the beginning

can mean closing so many doors you couldn’t even see. It’s not
always the makeups you’re doing, that make a project
worthwhile, it’s the other artists you’re meeting who like working
with you and speak your name in the trailer on another show.
Whose work do you admire:
I admire all artists who put their work and themselves out there
to be scrutinized and judged by the world. I also admire artists
who make the conscious effort to learn as much as they can —
if you’re great at beauty and you work at some point to learn
prosthetics, or great at prosthetics and you’re learning to do
beauty makeup, I admire that in any artist.
Also, it’s super easy to make a big alien with overlapping pieces
that you can hide imperfections with a great paint job, but what
thrills me is to see our industry evolve to where we are combining
prosthetics and beauty makeup in a way that the blend is
seamless with the real skin, and you can’t see the transition from
face to makeup. That really inspires me. That is talent.
If you haven’t seen Kazu Hiro and Vivian Baker’s work on
Bombshell and Justin Raleigh and Linda Dowds work on The
Eyes of Tammy Faye, those most recent ﬁlms are where I get
inspiration and everyone should work to achieve that level of
skill. Our departments, beauty and prosthetics, are working
closer than ever now, and learning both beauty and prosthetics
is how you can ensure you are constantly working in the future.
As if you aren’t busy enough as a renowned designer and
artist, you’ve got some side projects as well right?
Yes, we are always busy at the MacKinnon house. My wife Dyane
MacKinnon and I have created Beauty MasterClass and have
the FX Edition, where working or recently graduated artists of all
skill levels are learning from top makeup artists in ﬁlm and TV
and we are expanding to fashion soon.
I also have a makeup and hair trailer rental business — BigMack
Trailers. I’ve had BigMack for 13 years. I have ten trailer with 8, 9
and 10 stations all designed and built by me. I am the designer,
the mechanic, maintenance and janitor. So, if you’re ever looking
for a makeup and hair trailer for your show check us out!
What’s next for James MacKinnon?
I have a movie in the works and I am also embarking on the
journey of owning a salon and spa with my wife. Dyane has
been working in the beauty industry for over 20 years in Canada
and is a licensed esthetician. April 2022 we open the doors to
The Complexion Apothecary in Burbank/Toluca Lake. This is an
eco-minded luxury salon and spa with over 90% of our service
and retail products being from BCORP and sustainable luxury
brands from Italy and USA. It’s pretty exciting.
Words Michael DeVellis
Photos Courtesy of James MacKinnon
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KIT FOCUS

THE RED CARPET ARTIST

KIT FOCUS

THE FILM ARTIST

KIT FOCUS

THE CREATIVE ARTIST

KIT FOCUS

THE COMMERCIAL ARTIST

The Red Carpet Artist Page 46
Caudalie Beauty Elixir Face Mist 49.00 Make-up Designory Eye Pencil in Fossil 14.00 Clarins Moisture
Rich Body Lotion 45.00 Antonym Baked Foundation 40.00 ANISA Beauty Buffing Bronzer Brush 34.00
Kett Cosmetics Kett Sett Pressed Powder 24.00 Alcone Company Twissor Tool 18.00 MOB Beauty
Volumizing Mascara 29.00 Melanie Mills Hollywood Gleam Face & Body Radiance 45.00
Doir Rouge Dior Refillable Lipstick 080 Red Smile Satin 39.00 FACE Atelier Ultra Foundation Pro 38.00
B3 Balm Lillie Luxury Facial Oil 125.00 Clé de Peau Beauté Concealer Stick 75.00 Beekman 1802
Dewy Eyed Illuminating Depuffing Eye Serum 42.00 Bdellium Tools Studio 999 Master Blender 16.00
ESUM Dual Lip Pencil in Red 22.00

The Red Carpet Artist Page 47
Chantecaille Radiance Gel Bronzer 44.00 YSL Touche Eclat Radiant Under-Eye Concealer 38.00
Skindinavia The Makeup Finishing Spray 29.00 Ben Nye All Red Lip Color Palette (STP-35) 58.00
Senna Cosmetics Matte Fixation Lipstick in Black Rose TEMPTU Ultimate Airbrush Self-Tan Starter Kit
239.00 Elemis Pro-Collagen Cleansing Balm 64.00 OMNIA BOM-195 17.99 Mented Bronzer 22.00
ESUM W Series Brush Set 264.00 Pat McGrath Labs Sublime Perfection Foundation 68.00 Jao Brand
Sungleam Illuminator 88.00 MAC Studio Radiance Face and Body Radiant Sheer Foundation 36.00
Kevyn Aucoin Beauty Sensual Skin Primer 44.00 Stila Stay All Day Matte Liquid Liner 23.00
Tom Ford Beauty Skin Illuminating Powder Duo 89.00

The Film Artist Page 48
B3 Balm Prickly Pear Face Oil 40.00 Julie Hewett Rouge Noir Lipstick 30.00 Attn! Beauty Makeup
Sanitizer Mist 16.00 Kryolan Digital Complexion Fluid Foundation 27.95 Melanie Mills Hollywood x
OMNIA Highlight Brush MM03 17.99 3rd Degree Silicone Modeling Compound Kit 24.00
Kevyn Aucoin Beauty Eyelash Curler 21.00 Make-up Designory #100 Eyeliner Brush 18.00
VeryTerri Onyx Luxe Creme Liner 20.00 RCMA Makeup No Color Powder 14.00 Bdellium Tools Sfx Glue
Brush 7 pc. Brush Set 60.00 Beekman 1802 Pure Face Wipes 7.00 Cinema Secrets Pro Makeup Brush
Cleaner Tropical Lemon 5.00-32.00 Kett Cosmetics Fixx Powder Foundation Pro Palettes 140.00
Green Marble Sealer 41.00 Kevyn Aucoin Beauty The Sensual Skin Enhancer 34.00

The Film Artist Page 49
Monda Studio MST-260 Makeup Artist Clear Set Bag 46.00 Kryolan Fresh Scratch in Light and
Dark 7.95 each Senna Cosmetics Sketch-A-Brow 18.00 Skin Illustrator Tym Buacharern’s Harder
Fall Palette 85.00 Fleet Street Drying Blood Fresh 20.00-73.00 FACE Atelier Complexion Perfector
68.00 Jao Brand Hand Refresher 10.00-18.00 Illamasqua Color Veil Gel Blush in Pink 26.00
Viseart Neutral Matte Eyeshadow Palette 40.00 Telesis 8F Silicone Adhesive 37.00-370.00
OMNIA BOM-290 10.99 TwinMedix Pro:Refine Moisturizer 18.00-30.00 TEMPTU SB Adjuster Set 64.00
ESUM Pro Finishing Puff 3/26.00 Fenty Pro Filt'r Instant Retouch Setting Powder 34.00
RCMA Makeup VK10 Palette 72.00

The Creative Artist Page 50
Alcone Company Empty Lipstick Pocket Palette 14.00 MAKE UP FOR EVER Aqua Resist Color Ink in Pink
Blaze 26.00 Ben Nye Clown White 17.00-45.00 Illamasqua Liquid Metal Eye Shadow Palette 48.00
MustaeV Lustrous Cream Base 33.00 Cozzette The Crystal Cream Eyeshadow Palette 46.99 Skindinavia
The Makeup Remover Spray 29.00 Mark Traynor The Face Lift Kit 20.00 MAC Chromocake in Genuine
Orange 31.00 Alcone Company Bronze and Shade Brush 18.00 Kryolan Metallic Flakes Blend 10.90
Ben Nye Painter’s Palette (STP-19) 58.00 Face Lace Underliner Chrome 19.00 BYREDO Eyeshadow in
Syren 70.00 Kett Cosmetics Hydro Metals Set 108.00 Mehron AdGem Latex Free Adhesive 7.95

The Creative Artist Page 51
Nudestix Nudies Blush & Bronze in Moodie Blu 34.00 OMNIA BOM-487 4.99 Mehron Paradise Makeup
Neon UV Glow Palette 34.95 Alcone Company Make-Off Makeup Remover Cloths Pop Up Pack 44.00
Cinema Secrets All-Natural Brush Soap 24.00 The Creative Makeup The Palette Twelve Color Cream
Palette 69.00 MAC Pigment in Rock-It Yellow 23.00 Danessa Myricks Beauty Infinite Chrome Flakes
25.00 Lashes In A Box #21 10 pairs for 40.00 ESUM Pro Mixing Medium 24.00 Jao Brand Goe Oil 52.00
Stilazzi Barbados Blush Palette 29.00 MustaeV Secret E91 Mini Fan Brush 28.00 Kryolan Aquacolor
Set 18 Colors 44.50 Cinema Secrets Stainless Steel Palette and Spatula Combo 20.00
Melanie Mills Hollywood Super Lite Long Lasting Setting Spray 40.00

The Commercial Artist Page 52
Stilazzi Angle Blush Brush L312 15.00 Kosas Cloud Set Setting Powder 34.00 Seed Phytonutrients
Moisturizing Hand Sanitizer 12.00 Skindinavia The Makeup Primer Spray 35.00 B3 Balm Beard Oil 33.00
Senna Moisture Drop Gel Primer 40.00 Ben Nye Banana Luxury Powder 16.00 Sara Happ The Lip Scrub
24.00 Cinema Secrets Ultimate Foundation 5-In-1 Pro Palette 36.00 Ardell 3D Individual Combo Pack
5.50 Bdellium Tools Studio 792 Eye Double Dome Blender Mehron Hydro Prep Pro 12.95 Pacifica
Alight Multi-Mineral BB Cream 16.00 MENAJI Urban Camouflage 29.00 MAC Studio Radiance
Moisturizing + Illuminating Silky Primer 34.00 Jao Brand Bomade 20.00

The Commercial Artist Page 53
The Organic Pharmacy Rose Plus Brightening Complex 198.00 OMNIA BOM-280 11.99
Senna Cosmetics Brow Book 88.00 Beekman 1802 Bloom Cream Probiotic Moisturizer 54.00 Lashify
Stardust Chocolate 18.00 TEMPTU Brilliant Glow: Illuminating Primer & Skin Perfector 39.00 RMS Beauty
Uncoverup Concealer 36.00 RCMA Makeup Liquid Foundation 36.00 ANISA Beauty Tapered Highlight
Brush 32.00 Viseart Grande Pro Volume 1X 150.00 MENAJI The Fix 22.00 Skin Regimen Lip Balm 20.00
MAKE UP FOR EVER HD Skin 43.00 veryTerri Beauty Tinted Lip Salve 20.00 Senna Cheeky Bronzer 22.00
OMNIA BOM-515 7.99

BEAUTY
Makeup Loftjet
Photo Albert Sanchez
Art Direction Pedro Zalba
Model Gabbriette @gabbriette
Hair Ricky Fraser @rickyfraserhair
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SEEN

THE ARTIST SUMMIT 2021

Well, we did it. In the waning days of the pandemic — which
turned out not to be so waning after all — we brought our
community back to Provincetown for our fifth and final The
Artist Summit Provincetown. We vaxed, masked and did
whatever it took to gather in the most magical place on the
planet for what would be our last time together as a
community for this program.
What started out in 2008 as a multi-day, shopping and
education event, morphed in 2013 into the program it has
been since. We shifted the energy to a true summit with more
inspiration, more big ideas and more time together as a
community. I coudn’t be more proud of what The Artist
Summit has become over the past decade to our The
Powder Group community. But all things move on...evolve.
Our The Artist Summit 2021 program was indeed our last in
Provincetown and we can not wait to share all that is next
with TPG and our big picture programming. But more
importantly than that, I want to acknowledge and thank
every single person who was a part of these programs over
the years. The Artist Summit has been a true labor of love
and one that takes a village to produce. Without the
amazing support of my TPG team, our presenters and our
incredibly supportive brand partners, the event could never
be all that it has become. Thank you all for your belief in this
program and for all you do for our community.
To my 2021 team — Kenya Daugherty, Stacy Robinson,
Ahbi Nisham, Nina Corpuz, Cheri Fletcher and Katie Ambrose
— thank you for giving so much to our community. To the
best co-producer I could ever ask for over the past decade
of these events, James Vincent, I can’t wait to create what
comes next with you.
The 2021 program was truly a master class in creating a
business and career that not only celebrates focus, drive
and following your personal truth, but that inspires an
industry. Over the three day summit program attendees
experienced the following sessions: Eugenia Weston - Lesson
From a Life In Beauty, Damone Roberts - A Study in Focus,
Romero Jennings - The Editorial Eye, Rashida LaShawn On My Terms, Marietta Carter-Narcisse - To Be Continued,
Dany Sanz - Vision and The Visionary, Stephanie Flor - Trust
The Journey, Chris McCarthy - The Art of Curation,
Nick Lujan - Achieving Artistry, Sarah Rigano - Beyond Limits,
James Vincent - That’s The Plan and Michael DeVellis On Going Farther. We also presented two amazing panels,
Our Industry Today: Inclusion and Diversity with Damone
Roberts, Joe Dulude ll, Stephanie Flor and Alice An, and
Me, My Brand and I with Stacy Robinson, Auralis Flores and
James Vincent.

The Artist Summit 2021 was sponsored by the most generous
and pro-supportive brands in our business — OMNIA,
Skindinavia, SENNA, Cinema Secrets, B3 Balm, Beekman
1802, ESUM, Alcone Company, MAC, Kevyn Aucoin Beauty
and Nigel Beauty. An extra special thanks to Skindinavia
along with Founder, Allen Goldman and Director of Brand
Development, Deb Milley, who were not only sponsors of the
the main program, but also hosted our Welcome Reception
on Sunday, as they have since we launched the event in
Provincetown in 2013. Thank you to all of our brand partners
for your generosity and for those who were able to join us in
Provincetown for the program, thank you for being with us!
As we wrap up this chapter of TPG programming I want to
thank the roster for the past programs — representing a
veritable who’s who of pro makeup artistry and business in
our industry. Along with myself and James Vincent for each
program, the following keynote speakers helped to shift
hundreds of lives and careers over the past ten years and I,
and our community, will be forever grateful.
2013
Sarah Lucero, Michael Duenas, Johnny Lavoy, Kate Leydon,
Kevin James Bennett, Linda Mason, Michael Angelo,
Crystal Wright, Chris McCarthy, Marietta Carter-Narcisse.
2015
Albert Sanchez, Pedro Zalba, Charlie Wan, Alee Cao,
Roque Cozzette, Stephanie Flor, William Edge, Eve Pearl,
Leslie Christin, Chad Hayduk, Dani Fonseca, Eugenia Weston,
Chris McCarthy.
2017
AJ Crimson, Carl Ray, Danessa Myricks, Alphonse Wiebelt,
Sheila McKenna, Bethany Townes, Orlando Santiago,
Ryan Burke, Ryan McKnight, Sutan Amrull, Yvonne MacInnis,
Chris McCarthy, Sarah Rigano.
2019
Raisa Flowers, Louie Zakarian, Wiliam Edge, Alyson Hoag,
Joanne McDonough, Kisha Augustine, Aga Rhodes,
John Stapleton, Chris McCarthy, Julia Dalton Brush,
Terri Tomlinson, Angelique Valez, Sylvia Colon, Zach Garfinkel,
Joe Dulude ll, Sarah Rigano.
It goes without saying that each of these visionary leaders
have helped to pave the way for our community in many
more ways than through The Artist Summit, but I, for one,
could not imagine where we as a TPG community would be
today without their involvement in these programs. Thank you
all and here’s to our pro family and to all that is yet to come.
Words Michael DeVellis
Photos Katie Ambrose
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ON SET

JUDY CHIN + WEST SIDE STORY

How did you come to work on West Side Story?
I’d worked on Bridge of Spies and The Post with Steven
Speilberg. When I heard that he was going to direct West
Side Story, I was hopeful he’d ask me to design it. I later
learned that Lois Burwell was enlisted to design and
department head for him. Aside from being a lovely person,
Lois is a brilliant designer and incredibly talented artist. She’s
made a long list of iconic films throughout her career, many
of them alongside Steven. It made so much sense that he
would ask her to create the looks he wanted for Westside
Story. Somewhere along the line, she couldn’t do it. That’s
when I got the call. Lois is an idol of mine and trying to step
into her shoes would be a huge challenge for anyone, but I
worked up the courage and set out to do my best. It was
one of the most rewarding experiences of my career and I
just hoped that Lois would think I did ok.
How do you approach design when working on such an
iconic film, that has also been a stage production and
built in expectations from the audience?
I’d only ever seen the film version, and as beloved and iconic
as it was, I hoped to reinvent the makeups. My goal was to
stay true to the period, and it was very important for the
makeup to be relatable and timeless. The costumes
designed by Paul Tazewell, the sets designed by Adam
Stockhausen, and cinematography by Janusz Kaminski were
all so beautiful with accents of color and vibrance. The color
palette of the film had a heightened aesthetic that I loved so
much, and I strived to create that in my palette as well.
The makeup design felt authentically period yet also
somehow modern. How did you accomplish this?
The story is very emotional and visceral, and still relevant on
many levels. Sometimes period films take the looks very
literally, and the characters come off looking too perfect. I
took the period seriously, but while keeping that in mind, I
wanted to break it down as well. Complexions were handled
in a minimalist way with little product. They probably wore
more sunscreen than foundation. The Sharks and Jets had a
rawness to them; they all had hints of sweat and veils of dirt.
They cleaned up a bit for the Dance at the gym, but still the
tattoos, subtle scabs and cuts across knuckles and elbows, a
flush in their cheeks, and faded scars helped tell the story of
who they were in their day to day lives. My approach for the
Shark and Jet girls was to give them the classic 1950s
elements but keep their skin bare, fresh, and real looking. We
used washes of shimmery blue and green on the eyes with a
classic winged liner, primary and orangey reds and corals on
the mouth. That gave them the look of the period while
keeping them youthful and relatable.
Working with Rita Moreno as Valentina must have been
surreal given her important role of Anita in the original
film. Can you tell us about creating her makeup design?
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Rita is a class act; engaging, intuitive, funny, and she knows
her way around the makeup trailer. She taught me all her
makeup tricks and made finding Valentina a true delight.
During our first makeup session, I’d done most of her
makeup, and when I reached for the brow pencil she said:
No, You’re not going to try and do my brows. I said: Yes, I’m
going to do them, and you’ll have a look, and if I mess up,
you’ll fix it and then I’ll learn! So, I had a go, she scrutinized,
and reluctantly said not bad. She made a small adjustment,
I watched and learned, and we were friends for life after that.
There is a lot of dancing and movement in the film. Was
there anything special you did from an application
standpoint to accommodate all that movement?
No. I couldn’t think of a way to keep the makeup lasting
longer under those extreme conditions that wouldn’t
compromise the way I wanted the skin to look. I had a
wonderful team of makeup artists: Mandy Bisesti, Angela
Johnson, Jane Dipersio, and Christina Grant, and many
others who worked tirelessly throughout those scenes in the
blazing summer heat to keep the makeup looking the way I
wanted it to look.
Can you share some of the key products you used for
Rachel Ziegler’s makeup as Maria?
MAC Paint Pot in Quite Natural, Pat Mcgrath Permagel Ultra
Glide Eye Pencil in BLK Coffee, Pat Mcgrath LuxeTrance
Lipstick 418, Ogee Tinted Sculpted Lip Oil, MAC PRO Face
Palette Blush in Deep Blush.
What other must-have products were on set?
My custom-made tattoos by Hookup tattoos and Hookup
sealer, Ultimatte Matt Sealer by Gamut, Kryolan Fixing Spray,
Reel Creations Greg Cannom Aging palette—amazing
colors for simulating faded scars, Brushes by Bdellium,
Temptu Air Airbrush, European Body Art Endura Skin and
Alcohol Palettes, Rob Smith Flow Blood, Maekup Bloody Real
Dark Blood.
What did you enjoy most about working on West Side
Story?
I’m typically not a fan of musicals but I 100% loved
everything about this project. The cast was inspirational,
Steven Spielberg and producer Kristie Macosko Krieger were
the greatest leaders. I had the best team of makeup artists I
could hope for. I got to go to work every day surrounded and
supported by talented friends. What more could I ask for?
Words Shannon Levy
Photos Courtesy of 20th Century Studios

ON SET

LOUISE COLES + THE GREAT

How did you come to work on The Great?
I came on board after interviewing with [creator] Tony
McNamara and [executive producer] Marian Macgowen
when season one was green-lit. I loved the tone and look of
the show from the pilot and was delighted to be involved.

then add a bit of modern texture or a nod to a 2018 runway
style. The Great is a really fun creative process and I work
closely with both the costume designer Sharon Long and
production designer Francesca Di Mottola to work out where
we can push things. It’s a hugely collaborative environment.

As the makeup and hair designer, where did you look for
inspiration when designing the look for the characters?
I started my research with a deep dive into the 18th century,
looking at portraiture, sculpture and historical text. From there
I broke the mold, introducing modern texture and fashion
references to complement the narrative and language of
the show. It's a fun mix of historical accuracy with creative
license, which Tony’s writing allows you to explore.

How would you describe Catherine’s look versus the other
characters?
Catherine’s look grounds us in the history, she has clean
authentic styles that are natural and beautiful. Her look is
more accessible. The world of the court around her is
decadent and debauched. We were able to push this with
some of the characters and especially with the background
artists. It helps, particularly in season one, that the viewer can
witness this strange world along with Catherine. Go on her
journey with her and the visuals support that.

Whose makeup and hair are you responsible for?
I’m involved with the design and setting up of everyone’s
looks but I did hair and makeup for Adam Godly who plays
Archie. We have something like 160 cast members so it’s
difﬁcult for me to be tied to set, as we have constant ﬁttings,
but I love doing Archie’s look and Adam is a dream to work
with. I also had the pleasure of doing Gillian Anderson’s
makeup for her role as Catherine’s mother. Another fun
challenge in season two was Nick Hoult playing Pugachev,
the lookalike of Peter. I spent quite some time trying to work
out how to keep him looking enough like Peter, but for there
to be something off enough to confuse the viewer. I landed
on cheek prosthetics, wider teeth, differently shaped brows
and curly hair. It was a really fun hair and makeup to do.
Who makes up your team?
Hair and makeup supervisor is Sarah Nuth; Elle Fanning’s
personals are Lorraine Glynn (hairstylist) and Erin Ayanian
(makeup); Key hair and makeup are Jess O’Shea, Jenny
Hammond and Anna Morena; hair and makeup artists
Emma Trachtenburg, Sophie Ashworth, Katie Dumont, Tonia
Vernavá; crowd hair and makeup supervisor Jo Neilsen.
The Great seems to merge an 18th century and modern
design. How do you put a creative spin on 18th century
makeup and hair?
We play with asymmetry and modern hair textures but still
use period techniques to get the shapes accurate before we
mess with them. The hard front wigs are a mixture of yak and
human hair blends. Yak to imitate the horse hair used at the
time, blended with human hair for a nicer ﬁnish and easier
styling. Makeup is a mix of modern and period—dewy bases
with strong cheeks and lips. We made patches from ﬂocked
paper and stencils to imitate the material ones used at the
time, some in unusual shapes, such as the beetles and
insects on Aunt Elizabeth to add to her off-beat charm.
The scripts allow us to play with the visuals. I borrow shapes
and styles from both earlier and later in the 18th century and
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With a large cast and very lavish costume and set design,
what challenges do you face with makeup and hair?
It’s such a fast-paced shoot; in season one we shot 11 days
per episode, with no prep time in between. Each character
has to have multiple wigs to keep up with the schedule and
turn-arounds. Doing 18th century at that pace is one hell of
a wild ride for our department. Season two was shot amid
the pandemic. The days were increased to 13 shot days per
episode, but it was hugely challenging to work with these big
wigs wearing masks, visors, and social distancing. We all love
the show and it's a real treat to be able to create such
colorful and elaborate characters, but it's very hard work.
Key products on The Great?
Our makeup go-to products are Glossier skin tint and stretch
concealer for a no-makeup look. We also use a lot of MAC
Face and Body. Chantecaille Future Skin for heavier base.
Blushes and lip color are a mixture of Glossier, MAC, Tata
Harper, Stila, Bobbi Brown and Hourglass. Final shout-outs to
Trish McEvoy under-eye concealer and Suzanne Kaufman Lip
balm, both amazing! For me, skincare is the key to good
makeup, so we gave bespoke routines to our cast. Key
products include Sunday Riley CEO, Emma Hardie revitalizing
cream and Elemis under-eye masks.
In terms of hair, most of the characters are in wigs. The hero
items are our dowelling rods, perm rods, ﬂocked rollers and
wig ovens. It’s vital that we keep our wigs in good condition
and we do have some key products that we love: Olaplex
and Virtue shampoo and conditioners, L’Oréal Tecni Pli
setting spray, Aveda Conﬁxor, Bumble and Bumble texture
spray, Layrite pomade for ﬂyaways. We use a lot of ﬂour and
pomade for our hard front wigs to imitate the look of the lard
and ﬂour used in that period.
Words Shannon Levy
Photos Courtesy of Gareth Gatrell/Hulu

ON SET

ODILE FOURQUIN + AURELIE PAYEN + EMILY IN PARIS

How did you come to work on Emily In Paris?
Odile Fourquin: A friend of mine happened to be Sylvie’s key
makeup artist, and proposed my name to the production as
the season one supervisor was off for season two. I was
available and I think my enthusiasm did a lot, as well as my
resume, as I've had a long career by now, particularly with
international productions.
Aurélie Payen: The season one hair and makeup supervisor
contacted me to be Lily Collins’ personal makeup artist
because she knew of my experience. I started my career 20
years ago in ﬁlm and have been working for The Wall Group
with celebrities for some years now. It was a good ﬁt for Lily
and me. We enjoy working together.
Whose makeup did you personally do on the project?
OF: In addition to my work as supervisor, I did Camille Razat
(Camille), Kate Walsh (Madeline), Lucien Laviscount (Alﬁe),
Jeremy O’ Harris (Gregory), very often ofﬁce guys Julien and
Luc, William Abadie (Antoine). I also designed and
supervised the looks for the Versailles show models.
AP: Lily Collins as Emily.
You nailed the American sensibility versus the French
sensibility from a makeup design. How did you build this
energy into the design?
OF: I integrated it by doing less makeup on French actresses,
except sometimes some night looks: no contouring, or very
light, no fake lashes, no very colored lipsticks, no strong
eyeliner, not too much foundation. For instance, Sylvie is
always made up in the same way with individual lashes to
make her eyes look bigger, but as if it were her own lashes;
the famous effortless look. Camille, who is a real fashion
Parisian girl, got some special night looks, though she
sometimes can stay quite nude. Of course, I also keep in
mind what suits them best.
AP: Emily’s makeup is still natural glam with a little more of
French style. I further spotlight the subtle French art of
revealing and enhancing the glow of natural beauty. Emily’s
makeup is always perfectly made but faithful to the habits of
French women. She sometimes replaces her emblematic
matte lipstick with a moisturizing lip balm.
Where did you look for inspiration when designing the
look for the female characters?
OF: Fashion shows, makeup artist’s Instagrams, fashion
magazines, and built up the rest from my imagination, as I’m
happy enough to have a very wide one.
AP: For Emily, I was inspired by legendary actresses like
Audrey Hepburn, Grace Kelly, and Brigitte Bardot, icons of
cinema, fashion, and beauty. They have contributed to the
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inﬂuence of France abroad thanks to their talent, of course,
but also to their personality, extremely inspiring, like Lily
Collins in the role of Emily Cooper.
Emily seems to evolve her look from when she first arrives
in Paris to the end of the first season. Was that a design
decision or did we imagine it?
AP: Travellng is a learning experience and teaches you
conﬁdence, independence, and freedom. Throughout her
journey in Paris, Emily boosts her self-conﬁdence and her
problem-solving skills. In season two, she feels more
comfortable in her new environment and adapts to
changes. She is experiencing a full French culture and
beauty codes immersion.
How did you work with wardrobe and hair during design?
OF: I received the photos of the outﬁts, sometimes a very
short time in advance. For Emily and Mindy, I shared with
[hairstylist] Mike Desir, Aurelie, and Carole Nicolas. Each of us
made proposals, submitted them, and waited for the
validation of the showrunners. For Camille, as she is a fan of
makeup and hair, we talked with her hairdresser, sometimes
even the day of shooting, once we'd seen her outﬁt.
AP: Emily’s outﬁts are more sophisticated in season two with
very strong and colorful pieces. Her looks are more
representative of American standards, as her well-groomed
hairstyle, so I wanted to keep a very light makeup to balance
the quintessential “French girl” beauty.
What was key to creating Emily’s look for season two?
AP: Keeping Lily’s skin perfect was my priority. I started by
misting a few drops of serum on Lily’s face before mixing a
hydrating gel with a few drops of facial oil and thoroughly
massaging the cocktail into her skin. I prepped her lips with
lip balm, smoothed hydrating patches under her eyes, and
then got to work on her makeup. I used a very light
foundation to get a luminous complexion. Eyes are softer,
deeper, gentler. Lips are still matte, with deep brown shades
in the daytime and those evening reds that are
characteristic of the Parisian aesthetic.
What were some must have products on set?
OF: I used the fantastic Augustinus Bader Cream and
Cleansing Balm, Chanel Hydra Beauty Serum, hand cream,
eye makeup remover and the entire Sublimage range. And
La Fervance Eclat Extraordinaire is a 100% natural cream that
works miracles on dry skin! For makeup, Chanel Les Beiges
foundations and mascaras, By Terry Hyaluronic powder,
Charlotte Tilbury gel eyebrow, Chanel and Charlotte Tilbury
lipsticks, Laura Mercier and Absolution concealers. I can't do
without my palettes, Dermacolor, and Maqpro correctors.
Words Shannon Levy
Photos Stephanie Branchu, Carole Bethuel/Netflix

ON SET

ANA LOZANO + KYRA PANCHENKO + BEING THE RICARDOS

How did you come to work on Being the Ricardos?
Ana Lozano: I received a phone call from my agent,
Daniella from the Milton Agency. Production was looking for
a makeup head of department to work on the ﬁlm. I was very
interested in the project; Nicole Kidman as Lucille Ball, Javier
Bardem as Desi Arnaz, and director Aaron Sorkin. It was my
dream job. When I was in college studying makeup, I always
enjoyed the ‘40s and ‘50s looks in American movies because
it was a period of great styling and elegance in relation to
makeup, hair and wardrobe. Thanks to Aaron Sorkin,
executive producer Stuart Besser, Javier, and my agent
Daniella, I was able to fulﬁll my dream and live an
experience I will never forget. I frequently use elements of this
period in my movies as a result of my love for it.
Kyra Panchenko: I've worked with Nicole Kidman on various
ﬁlms and projects for over 15 years and she asked me to do
this job with her.
Whose makeup did you do?
AL: As the department head, I was in charge of all the actors
and actresses. I presented my designs and ideas to the
director and producers, and with the help of my team, I was
available to execute the looks perfectly. I did Javier Bardem,
and I managed to overlook the other actors. Nicole Kidman
had a wonderful personal makeup artist, my friend Kyra
Panchenko, and her hairstylist Kim Santantonio. I was in
touch with Kyra before we started the movie to discuss how
much we were going to be involved to match real
characters. Kyra is very talented and I think she and Kim did
a great job with Nicole.

How did you transform Javier Bardem into Desi Arnaz?
AL: Javier had two periods in the movie, the 1940s and 1952.
It was 12 years difference, not a big change in the face, but
in terms of time, makeup should always help to recreate the
era to tell the story in the movie. My ﬁrst thought for Javier’s
makeup was that Desi had a round happy face. Javier is
well-known for his bad character types. We know he is a
good and happy man, and this character was a challenge
for us. We wanted to show the smiling face of Desi, even if he
was not smiling. There are things in makeup that cannot be
accomplished without the actor's work. I’ve changed the
eyebrows and eye shape, skin tone, teeth, but really for this
character, Javier did most of it. Once he was transformed
into Desi, the way he was wearing the pompadour hairstyle,
the way he was talking, smiling, walking, and laughing
added up to build this iconic character.
What were the key elements to transforming Nicole
Kidman into Lucille Ball?
KP: Nicole has thick modern brows and there was no way I
was going to pluck or shave them. We had to fully cover
them and I hand drew them to create a thin, arched 1940s
eyebrow similar to the classic Lucille Ball eyebrow. I also did
an over-drawn-on lip which was iconic to Lucille Ball.
Were there adjustments in design or application that
were needed for the changes of ﬁlming in color versus
black and white?
KP: Yes, deﬁnitely. I would do more contouring and use a
much brighter lipstick, so it wouldn't come out too dark on
her lips. Everything would be adjusted according to what I
was seeing on the monitor.

KP: I was Nicole Kidman’s personal makeup artist.
What was the hardest part about designing the makeup
for Being the Ricardos?
AL: I did a lot of research for the periods and the real
characters. The research was huge, I could not stop looking
for more pictures, videos, and documenting pages of all the
actors. I studied different head positions, so I could advise
and make my proposals to the director, actors and actresses.
Desi was wearing big makeup, doing his lips...even if I think it
was too much, it was ok for the period and the show. I saw
Desi pictures in real life wearing the same lip liner and shine.
Most of the time there are things in makeup that anyone
would notice on the screen, but as an artist, you see the
difference and help the director, actor, actresses determine
the best look. The big challenge for me was to recreate the
complex makeup that was used on these iconic characters
and to make them look real. Therefore, when people would
look at them they would remember the faces and looks of
these amazing actors and actresses. I liked that this job
challenged me to think and create at the same time.
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What was the most challenging part of turning Nicole
Kidman into Lucille Ball?
KP: Only having 45 minutes with Nicole in the makeup chair,
including hair. But, I also understand. Nicole needed time to
prepare and get ready to transform not only her accent,
voice, body movements, and dialogue but this very iconic
person that everyone knows and loves.
What are the products you couldn’t have worked on this
ﬁlm without?
AL: The lip liners, lipstick, mascara, good foundations, and
the particular eyeshadow color palette. I worked with the
actors' face shapes emphasizing their features, using all the
above in relation to the effects I wanted to create.
KP: My Chanel Deﬁning Long-Wear Eyebrow Pencil in Auburn,
Anastasia Duo Brow Powder in Auburn, Lisa Eldridge Velvet
Ribbon Lip Color, Hourglass lip liner in Iconic, Armani
Luminous Silk Foundation, Dark Swan Eye Lashes.
Words Shannon Levy
Photos Glen Wilson/Amazon

ON SET

ALESSANDRO BERTOLAZZI + CYRANO

How did you come to work as the Makeup Designer on
Cyrano?
I was really interested because I saw director Joe Wright for
the first time in Los Angeles for the premiere of The Darkest
Hour. I was impressed by his speech before the presentation
for the movie and I thought, this director is amazing and I
would like one day to work with him. And it happened with
Cyrano; it’s Joe Wright and the 18th century which is one of
the magical periods so used and abused in movies. It was a
rare opportunity to do something truly beautiful.
What sort of research did you do to prepare for Cyrano?
There are no real pictures from the 18th century, as the
camera was not invented yet. There are only paintings, but
what’s represented in the paintings is not reality. For the
makeup, they used the same products painters used. Then
there were illnesses, like smallpox, which left the skin with
scabs and marks. If you’re an aristocrat, you told the painter
to cover all the scabs and make you beautiful. What we
know from the paintings is the reference of the colors and
the wigs. It’s more interesting for the hair side than the
makeup.
How did you approach the makeup and hair for the
character of Roxanne?
Haley Bennett is beautiful. My obsession was with the skin
which I wanted to make white but I had to find the right tone;
a little bit ivory, a little bit pinkish, but not too much. We used
Temptu airbrush to completely cover the skin and two or
three different foundations. I was obsessed about the hands,
ears, chest, neck —everything was completely covered and
buffered to make it soften like a marble. There is a statue of
Antonio Canova in Rome called Amore and Psyche, where
the man holds his hand on the legs of the woman and the
finger goes softest in the marble. This is a perfect reference of
the idea to make the skin look ethereal. The rest of the
audience, was a completely different way. Roxanne, Cyrano
and Christian are like a different part of the movie –one
world in another world. It was a long experiment to find the
right color white. I’m really happy about the results.
How did you design the makeup for Peter Dinklage as
Cyrano in the city versus the war?
In the city, he was more boyish; it was natural. When we need
the makeup, we use the makeup. The war scene is driven by
nature because of the environment; it’s the snow, the cold
that inspires us. The town of Noto inspired us with its beautiful
baroque and atmosphere. You have to be on location and
feel the vibe of the atmosphere. Same for the top of the
volcano when we do the war scene, and at the end of the
movie when Peter is sick, and almost going to die. We just
removed all the redness; redness is life. When you remove
everything and go to blue, grey, green, then it becomes sick
without prosthetics or stipple or a fake wrinkle. We just used
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the colors to make the effect. I had some hand-laid beard to
add more white in his beard and the skin was a little bit dirty.
What were the must-have products you couldn’t have
done this film without?
We used the same colors for everyone, apart from Roxanne.
For the audience, it was Kryolan White Supracolor for the
face, MAC Russian Red for the lips, and Kryolan Supracolor
078 for the cheeks. Men and women without distinction.
Makeup was like a social representation. Peasants don’t
wear makeup, just aristocrats. There was more makeup on
the men than the women in that period.
For Haley, I used Serge Lutens fluid foundation for the white
and Dr. Barbara Sturm Brightening Serum. We started with a
primer to glow the skin. On top, we airbrushed this one
amazing color Temptu made for me. I don’t use a lot of
powder. The cheeks and lips were always grease products,
not powder; I used Benetint liquid stain for her lips and
cheeks because you can just blot it on transparent and Tata
Harper Very Naughty tres Coquine for the cheek sometimes.
It was important not to expose any real skin, and that all the
skin was completely covered, close to the hair and inside the
ears with the airbrush. For the rest of the actors, it was a white
from Kryolan and Temptu.
What were the challenges of shooting in October 2020
during Covid in Italy?
It was not challenging, it was quite magical. We left all the
places where Covid was king and went to a little town where
it seemed like Covid didn’t exist. The city was closed; it was
quite surreal. You couldn’t walk in the road without seeing
the cast and crew. It was just us. We can convert the tension
of the rules of Covid protocol to our advantage. We’ve all
been together in this beautiful villa in the center of Noto —
there’s Makeup, Hair, Costume, Prop, Production Design — all
in the same place that’s also the set. We were happy to be
there to do what we like to do. It was amazing. In a certain
way, Covid was something that made us bond together.
Words Shannon Levy
Photos courtesy of Peter Mountain/MGM

ON SET

DAVID WILLIAMS + JASON COLLINS + PAM AND TOMMY

Is there added pressure when creating a design of
someone still very much alive and in the public eye?
David Williams: My greatest concern was to maintain
authenticity and believability. Pam Anderson and Tommy Lee
were both superstars when their galaxies collided in the midnineties. We were very conscious not to make caricatures of
them. Much of the script reflects their time alone, so we
wanted to present the softer, natural look of Pam. She was
the fresh-faced all-American girl — from Canada — from the
day she landed in Los Angeles.
Jason Collins: There is an intense pressure when doing a
likeness makeup in a biopic where the person is still living,
especially when you’re engaging a subject matter where
two people's privacy was stolen. You want to be sure to have
a very respectful trajectory into the material and your
approach. It’s daunting and doubly so when the subject is
still alive and in the relevant zeitgeist of the American culture.
How much of the transformations were makeup and how
much were prosthetic?
DW: The work encompassed all aspects of makeup:
prosthetic application to enhance structure, corrective
makeup with highlight and shadow to further enhance form,
character makeup to indicate emotional state and/or the
activity of Pam in a scene, period makeup to set the timeline,
and beauty makeup to create the familiar face of Pam. Every
day, the teams and I would meet to discuss looks. Team Pam
included Jennifer Aspinall, Mo Meinhart and Abby Lyle
Clawson. Team Tommy was Bill Myer and Dave Snyder.
JC: This was a world where the two needed to coexist. You
don’t want to completely cover an actor's face and bury
them in material where it’s difficult for them to emote
properly. Lily's jawline was a good match for Pam but where
we needed help was the forehead. By opening the spatial
distance, it allowed hair designer Barry Lee Moe to place the
wig half an inch back beyond Lily’s hairline and us to cover
her brows by having the piece blend above her eyelids. We
then placed hand-tied brows made by Sasha Camacho Van
Dyke. We wanted to push out her lips slightly and
upper/lower dentures helped with that internally. We were
able to match Pam’s smile as well.
What were the keys to transforming Lily James into
Pamela Anderson and Sebastian Stan into Tommy Lee?
DW: The entire team worked closely to ensure that all the
looks worked seamlessly. Pam had many iconic looks:
Baywatch, Playboy, The Tonight Show with Jay Leno, and Barb
Wire. These all needed to be immediately identifiable and
believable. Throughout the series, Lily was also transformed
back to Pam’s teen years in the ‘80s, which included the preimplant days. The breastplate was part of the structure
indicating the change in bust size. The forehead prosthetic
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gave us the difference in forehead space between Lily and
Pam, and the ability to apply hand-sewn, narrow, higharched brows. Pam’s brows were one of her most identifiable
facial features. Plus having one of the best hairstylists in the
industry, Barry Lee Moe, frame Pam’s face with her wellknown mane of blonde hair to help create our “Baby Bardo.”
Sebastian’s team had the three-hour daily task of applying
Tommy’s extensive tattoos — full sleeve, body, back, and leg
— and piercings. For legal purposes, tattoos need to be
altered, and Autonomous FX artfully mirrored Tommy’s
original designs. Prosthetic nipple covers were applied for
Tommy’s nipple rings. Sebastian’s facial hair was shaped into
a soul patch and he wore a nose ring. There was a bit of
strategic artistry involved to create a rock star look to
roughen up Sebastian's natural look.
How do you ensure that you go just far enough, but not so
far that the actor becomes a caricature of the person?
DW: I’ve been fortunate to have had success in both biopics
and sketch comedy. In both situations, the audience will
form their opinion about believability within seconds. In
biopic recreations, you focus on the base and the structure
because it will carry a multitude of looks throughout a more
extensive piece. This gives the audience the time to see the
character as a full person. Part of that is what we do as
makeup artists, and the other part is what the actor brings to
the role. We gave Pam dimension, but Lily gave her life.
JC: That’s always the trick, and something I learn with each
new makeup. I try to keep the pieces minimal and specific to
what I need. I try to find what traits Lily and Pam share and
build upon them. There are always choices you have to
make to keep it natural and the audience engaged.
What products were must-haves for this project?
DW: Make Up For Ever HD Foundation palette for contouring
and highlighting once the prosthetic forehead was on.
European Body Art was used head to toe to keep Pam’s
California tan. MAC Spice, Chanel Nude and Vamp lip liners
and Bobbi Brown ten lipsticks served as our lip color base.
Stila and Senna’s cream blushes gave a soft glow to the
cheeks. The darker smokey eye was achieved with Make Up
For Ever Aqua liners and a discontinued Lancôme one.
Lashes from Ardell were used daily.
JC: I could not have done this show without PPI Telesis
adhesive and Skin illustrator paints. They are invaluable
assets to prosthetic makeups. Their adhesive is the best in the
industry. We also could not do this without Sasha Camacho
Van Dyke’s amazing lace brows. After all, you can’t do a
Pamela Anderson makeup without those amazing brows.
Words Shannon Levy
Photos Courtesy Hulu

BEAUTY

BY JALIA PETTIS

Makeup and Hair Jalia Pettis
Photo Keith Bryce
Model Diana Muturia @dianamuturia
Model Bocar Gueye @bocarthegreat
Model Kat Onie @charmed.baby
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WHERE TO BUY
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anisabeauty.com
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antonymcosmetics.com
ardellshop.com
attnbeauty.com
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drafonline.com
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esumcosmetics.com
face-lace.com
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fashionfair.com
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katewhyte.com
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kettcosmetics.com
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kryolan.com
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makeupforever.com
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tomford.com
twinmedix.com
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wellinsulated.com
yslbeautyus.com
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